
2018 Enfant Soleil story

Little miracles don't happen on their own... 
Visit operationenfantsoleil.ca to learn about the journeys of all the province’s Enfants Soleil through their profiles and videos.

Would you like to get involved?   •   Contact us: 1 877 683-2325   •   oes@operationenfantsoleil.ca 

Incubator, adapted child’s bed, CO2 sensor, saturation monitor… When we’re getting ready to welcome 
a new baby, we can’t imagine that all this equipment will come to be our little one’s world for months. 
When Jacob was born, the presence of Opération Enfant Soleil meant solidarity and hope in confronting 
the huge challenges that life already had in store for him.

Sixteen months after his birth, Jacob finally left the 
hospital. He had spent the first 480 days of his life in 
three institutions receiving the care necessary for his 
survival. That day, feeling the caress of the wind on his 
cheeks, Jacob cried tears of joy, as did his parents 
and the nursing staff, who had gone out with him for 
his big departure.

Jacob’s short story has been a long obstacle course. 
Since Jacob was a severely premature infant, his birth 
already entailed ten weeks of hospitalization if all went 
well. But unfortunately, they quickly realized that the gas 
exchange in his small lungs was not occurring correctly. 
The diagnosis of severe tracheobronchomalacia, a 
collapse of the trachea and the bronchi during 
exhalation, was devastating. Doctors were concerned 
about Jacob’s survival. Transferred to the Montreal 
Children’s Hospital, he underwent a tracheostomy at 
the age of six months, which was followed two months 
later by further intervention to install a nasogastric tube 
to feed him.

Jacob has no knowledge of his condition. Tubes have 
been installed in him since his birth, and he has learned 
to live like this. Treatments, strong medication, the long 
hospitalization and tube feeding have had significant 
side effects. His neuropsychomotor development has 
been significantly affected. However, he has remained a 
cheerful child and has shown remarkable courage.

Until last October, when a speaking valve was installed, 
Jacob laughed and cried silently. He can now learn to 
express himself. The learning process will take years, 
but Jacob can count on the love of those close to him 
and his determination to succeed.

Jacob’s parents join us in thanking you for being 
there for him and all sick children in Quebec.

Vanessa Therrien and Pierre Métivier Jr.
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